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1. PARTNERSHIP MODEL

We believe in supporting our sales channel and building lasting
relationships with our partners in order to deliver value to the
market. The following prerequisites help us to ensure that
end users are provided with excellent service and support levels
while protecting our sales channels from direct sales with end
users.

DrTemp Partnership Program is designed to provide the partners
with the ideal set of benefits to meet their business needs. As the
partners’ commitment to DrTemp grows, they have the ability to
move up the partner tiers and access additional benefits. Each
partner tier features a set of benefits – tools, incentive rebates and
sales commission, service and marketing support – designed to
help the partner to drive sales revenue and grow our business[1].

At DrTemp, we regard selecting a partner as the most critical step
to achieving a successful evaluation, selection, and
implementation of DrTemp growth strategy. As many as half of all
implementations fail to meet customer objectives due to the
inexperience, lack of ability, or lack of availability of the partner.

Our process of finding the best partners involves some digging.
First we identify all of the possible partners in various territories
who support our product. 

[1]
DrTemp Partnership Agreement
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2. DRTEMP PARTNERSHIP TIERS

DrTemp partner tier is based on a set of requirements including
sales revenue, customer relationships, business planning and
training. 

DrTemp conducts an official review of partner performance on an
annual basis and also monitors performance throughout the year.
Partners who qualify for higher level requirements are eligible to
be promoted to the next program level in the following year.

Silver Partner
Partners with good relationships with our customers; Partners that
meet our silver minimum revenue [R5m] requirements for sales of
DrTemp, and that are committed to promoting DrTemp in new
business opportunities. The distinction of being a Silver partner is
the intense support from DrTemp to
grow to the next level.

Gold Partner
Partners with good relationships with our customers, partners
meet our gold minimum revenue [R10m] requirements for sales of
DrTemp products, and that are committed to growing their
business with DrTemp. They offer regional access to healthcare
facilities.

Platinum Partner
Partners with good relationships with our customers; partners that
meet our platinum minimum revenue [R15m] requirements for
sales of DrTemp products, and that are committed to growing
their business with DrTemp. They offer regional access to
healthcare facilities, including product training. Platinum partners
exhibit a breadth and depth of specializations to serve regional
healthcare facilities and customers.
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3. PARTNER IDENTIFICATION

Company Name
Company Registration Number
Company Tax Number
VAT Registration Number
Company Directors details
Certified Copies of ID of Director (s)
Company Physical address
Company Postal address
Banking Details [Bank letter]
Minimum 3 customer references whom we call and ask the due
diligence questions.

All partners trained and in good standing with customers.
All partners receive annual training.
At least reasonable number customer (Clinics, Healthcare
Facilities) under their belt.
At least 3 customer references who check out fine.
Evidence of a sustained track record in the healthcare industry
Attendance of DrTemp Annual Sales Conference 
Background check with CIPC.
Background check with SARS.
Background check with Credit Bureau is positive.
Partner is able to demonstrate availability of time to meet
DrTemp needs.

Once we have identified potential partners,
we narrow the list of potential partners, and we conduct due
diligence based on:

3.1. Partner Details

3.2. Requirements for Partners
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The partner must be a top-quality partner with a good
reputation and must be in good standing with our target
customers. If we hear otherwise – we move the partner off the
partnership program. We check customer references, account
manager references, and also talk to the customer in an
attempt uncover problem partners.
The partner must resell at least one of the products listed on
our product portfolio List. 
The partner must attend DrTemp Sales Kick-off conference.
Partners who are not actively involved in DrTemp events often
do not possess the relationships, and the up to date knowledge
to perform as a top partner. Attending DrTemp events takes a
great deal of time and resources, but is often a good indicator
of success partners.
The partner must send their consultants to DrTemp product
training every year. It is important that formal training
programs are attended on a regular basis to keep the
consultants up to date, informed, and prepared to meet the
demanding needs of our customers. Without annual training,
the customer may suffer.
The partner must conduct a continuous and sustained
marketing effort. An ongoing marketing effort is needed to
generate continuous and steady sales. Without steady sales,
the partner's revenues will most likely fluctuate and lead to
poor forecasting, poor pipeline, less longevity, and less long-
term reliability.
For each location, the partner must have a minimum number
of consultants on staff. Partner bandwidth is a frequent
problem which often leads to customer neglect and extended
engagements. We want to make sure that the customer is
well-served by an adequate number of personnel with
reasonable backup personnel at the ready.

3.3. Criteria for Identifying our Strategic Partners
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The partner must have a minimum number of pipeline
opportunities in line with the 3 times cover principle. If a
partner has not affected an adequate number of sales or met
the set target, they most likely do not possess the wide breadth
of knowledge and experience needed to be classified as a
world class partner.
The partner must have a minimum number of dedicated
support staff (at least one). Good support almost always
translates to customer satisfaction. Without adequate support
resources and personnel, customers take a huge risk.

Approved partners are authorized to display DrTemp logo on
their website.

REMEMBER - AN INADEQUATE PARTNER IS THE NUMBER ONE PROBLEM.

4. PARTNER APPLICATION PROCESS

Fill out the application form

We will review the partner’s application internally and see
if they meet the Partnership Requirements

The partner will be notified if they qualify to become a DrTemp
Partner. 

If a partner qualifies we will send them a link to sign our
Partnership Agreement and complete the on boarding process.
We will then send the partner a Welcome Pack and Letter of
Authority
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5. OPERATIONAL PROCESSES

All the due diligence criteria are met (section 3.1.)
All partners must complete the partnership application form.
All application for partnership and related document must be
forwarded to the General Manager for a final decision.
Partners have active resources or sales staff.

Local SMME’s empowerment and employment creation within
the territory.
Avoid cross territorial selling which might create conflict and
confusion.
Established relationships are used effectively.

Partners have clearly defined targets.
Partners register all opportunities in the pipeline.
Partners report weekly on their opportunities in the pipeline.
There are no duplicate opportunities recorded/registered in the
pipeline.
All opportunities in the pipeline are executed.
All information about opportunities in the pipeline have all
required information

5.1. The search and engagement of partners is the responsibility of
the Sales Representative in their respective territories. The Sales
Representatives must ensure that they follow the guidelines as
explained in section 3. They must ensure that:

5.2. Only partners residing in a specific territory can operate or
conduct DrTemp’s business in that territory in which they reside. 
This is to ensure that

5.3. The Sales Representatives are responsible for all partners that
operate within their territories. They must ensure that:
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All opportunities must be closed within a 3 months period.
All partners provide accurate and reliable forecast.
All partners meet their target. 
All partners are adequately briefed or trained on DrTemp’s
products.

5.4. The Sales Representatives are responsible for the territory
target which will be determined and set by management at the
beginning of every year.
 
5.5. The commission for partners will be calculated in exactly the
same principle as the Sales Representatives.
 
5.6. The partners who sell to the healthcare entities outside
DrTemp’s tender/contract with government will earn their revenue
through their mark-up which they add on DrTemp’s quotation
provided that it does not exceed 5% of DrTemp’s quoted value.
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